Directions from Prague’s Ruzyne Airport to Tupadly
The simplest way is to go from Ruzyne Airport (in Czech: Letiste Ruzyne) to Holesovice
Bus Station (in Czech: Nadrazi Holesovice) is by Airport Express (AE) bus. It takes about
30 or 40 minutes from Ruzyne Airport to the Holesovice Bus Station. Attached is AE
timetable. The Holesovice Bus Station is a last stop of the Airport Express bus.
At the Holesovice Bus Station you will need to find platform number 3 (it is on the opposite
side of the bus station – anybody who you ask should be able to point you in the right
direction..don´t worry). A timetable for this bus can be found at the following website:
www.idos.cz
Once at the website, change language to English (at the bottom right of the page).
Select the timetable for BUSES
From: Praha-Holesovice
To: Tupadly [ME]
Select Direct connections only.
And just simply version is in attach also. You will need some Czech money for your way to
Tupadly. The Airport Express bus costs around 50,- CZK and the bus to Tupadly also
costs around 50,- CZK. Please have some Czech money with you for this purpose. You
will find a currency exchange at the airport. The trip from Holesovice to Tupadly takes about
one hour. Tupadly is not a very well marked little village, that is why it is better to ask
someone (for example bus driver) for help with watching for the correct bus stop. Since they
may not understand your prononciation you should write down the name Tupadly on a piece
paper and show it to them, they will know it exactly.
Tupadly is a little village and the way to Samadhi is not difficult. When you get off of the bus
you will see the tower on top of the hill – that is Samadhi. Go in that direction and after
200m you will see an abrupt turn to right. Make the right turn and go approximately 300m
up the hill. It is a nice passage among rocks. At the top of the hill you will see a gate to the
right – that is the Samadhi gate – you are now there.
If you call us from Prague when you know which bus connection you will be on we can pick
up you down in the village and help your with luggage. Samadhi is around 500m from the bus
station in Tupadly.
P.S. Just a reminder that there is another Tupadly in the Czech Republic. You are coming to
Tupadly in Melnik. Melnik is the closest big town to Tupadly.
If you have any questions please contact us.
See you soon

